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Years of Bringing Back the Light

The Beginnings

Portland Revels really began with the first full staging of
the Christmas Revels in Portland on December 8, 1995.
There, on stage, sat a large and silent box. An
approaching child heard one bump, then another. Silent,
she listened. Another sound. She worked to lift off the lid
and…
Out came a fool in motley!
The Revels in Portland began like that—a wholly
unexpected surprise. Suddenly it was there, at PSU’s
Lincoln Hall: the grand choral music, brass and timpani,
poetry, folly and beauty, wassailing and mumming,
Morris and sword dancers. Adults, and not least, children

JOHN (JACK) LANGSTAFF,
REVELS FOUNDER:
Jack saw the pervasive hunger
for connection in modern life
and offered as sustenance the
arts and rituals that have
evolved from traditional
cultures to nurture
community. Jack was a
talented concert baritone and educator who drew on
rich Anglo-American folk traditions to develop the
Christmas Revels first produced in Cambridge, MA in
1971. His unique theatrical concept incorporated
traditional medieval music, dance, and drama into a
communal performance that involved the audience, who
sang—and even danced—with the cast, just like Revels
today. Jack passed away in 2005, but his musical legacy
lives on through recordings, books and of course the
Christmas Revels.

whose youth and enthusiasm completed the village on stage.
And the surprise of joining together with the audience to sing
and dance, clasping hands for Lord of the Dance to dance in
the aisles and up and down the halls.
But it hadn’t just “happened,” out of a box. There was Dick
Lewis who was sure the city would welcome it and invited
others to help get it started. There was John Langstaff,
founder of The Christmas Revels nationally, who came to
Portland to help lead the first production. There was Gayle
Behrman Jaster, the extraordinary Washington D.C. Revels
stage director, who taught the cast how to create the diverse,
professional, magical, and down-to-earth show an audience

GAYLE BEHRMAN JASTER,
DIRECTOR:
Gayle Jaster came to us with the
support of Revels, Inc. to train and
lead us in the Revels way. On loan
from the Washington, D.C Revels,
she supported our then assistant
director Pam Livingstone in
learning the ropes, and she
directed our first full show. Gayle was the essence of the
Revels spirit: engaging, funny, cheerful, professional,
imaginative and community -minded. Though she was
battling cancer, she believed in the hopefulness of Revels and
taught us to enjoy what we do.

falls in love with by the end of Act One. There was Kitty
Wheeler, our first Board Chair, who helped build an
organization to get it going and keep it going. There were
board members, donors, volunteers, and foundation support.
There were Portlanders by the hundreds who bought tickets
and filled those first-year seats.
And there was the ancient tradition of calling back the light
through song, dance, and laughter as the world grows dark.
It’s in our bones.
So it was in our past, and is now, in our intent for our future.
To bring people together to sing, dance, and ‘drive the dark
away.’

RICHARD (DICK) LEWIS,
PORTLAND REVELS FOUNDER:
A talented singer, dancer, and
scholar, Dick’s acquaintance with
Jack Langstaff at Pinewoods was
instrumental in the founding of
Portland Revels. In the Revels,
Dick recognized the perfect
vehicle for engaging young, old
and in-betweens all together to experience folk traditions,
and because of this he brought it to Portland, Oregon in 1994.
Subsequently, many of his poems, ideas and script edits, have
been adopted and used successfully in other cities. This is
testament to Dick’s talent as a writer and performer, and also
because Dick’s ability to promote good will through sharing
of traditions and culture is infectious.
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THE KING AND THE FOOL 1996, 2002, 2011
As one of our favorite scripts,The King and the Fool has been
performed three times in our history. The King, beset by an
evil knight is defeated in battle creating the darkest night at
court. He, and we, call upon the Fool to bring back the light.
The Fool battles not with the knight but with a very selfpossessed skeleton, and defeats death for a time. We need
that Fool, “for laughter is a potent ally against the dark.” And
of course, we mixed old favorites with new songs, keeping the
action fresh. As we noted in 2004: the use of change and
repetition makes the Revels fun to attend. Together, cast and
audience are part of something they’ve done before, yet it is
all new.

2004

Rituals of
Revels

While the basic Christmas Revels script
changes every year, giving a glimpse of
different cultures and musical traditions,
some things remain the same. The show’s
arc contains our basic ritual liturgy of
bringing back the light: the first act ends
in some kind of darkness with the
promise of rebirth in Lord of the Dance;
the second act fulfills what hope we’ve
2011
had for the return of the light. Lord of the
Dance, Dona Nobis Pacem, a Mummers’
play, and The Shortest Day poem return every year. No Christmas Revels ends
without singing Sussex Mummers’ Carol. Audience participation of some kind
must happen, as this was
one of Jack Langstaff’s
core principles. The
magic of Revels is the
connection these rituals
form between the
audience and cast and
between audience
members themselves. For
a brief few hours, in the
magic of darkened
2011
theater, we bring back
the light.

The Fool

ELIZABETHAN 2004, KEEP MAGIC 2014
The royal court of the Elizabethan period took center stage
in 2004 and then ten years later we returned to the court (of
a sort) in Keep Magic, set in the Tower of London during the
Carolinian period. Merriment was conjured for the Queen
in one, and for a time-lost child in the other. Courtiers and
Queens have an appreciation of poetry, drama, dance, and
music which both shows took full advantage of. Whether one
is free to travel like Queen Elizabeth, or trapped in time and
space like the protagonists in Keep Magic, the opportunity to
find the light and hope of life are explicitly brought forward
in exuberant Revelry.

The Fool figure turns up regularly
in our Revels productions, from
the mute Fool of our first show to
the three Fools in our most
recent. Almost half our shows
featured a Fool (or Fools) in one
guise or another. The Fool mocks
all our counting and measuring,
our year-round concern with
getting places on time, and
following rules. The Fool figure
has been around forever and is
still to be found in every
culture–we need to laugh at
ourselves every once in a while.
2010 Revels brings forth the ageless,
age-old Fool whether directly in
the show, or in the mummers’ play–a veritable feast of Fools. So what is it
about laughter? Even in the darkest time it eases our pains –laughter is
indeed the best medicine releasing endorphins, reducing stress, improving our
immune systems and our attitude. So, go ahead and laugh.

The Northern 1997
2008
Lights:
Scandinavia 2017
1997

2008
Portland Revels has traveled to the coldest, darkest north of the European continent
on three occasions. The Christmas Revels in 1997 and 2008 told stories from the
Finnish epic poem The Kalevala. We shared the story of the Watermother, who
covered the earth with water to nourish life, and Vainamoinen, the first human and
the first musician, who steals back the sun from the witch Louhi. The Karelian Folk
Ensemble—who entertained with equal intensity on and off stage!—joined athletic
Norwegian Springar Dancers with traditional nyckelharpa and Hardanger fiddle
accompaniment.
Echoing the beginning of the 2008 show, haunting Swedish herding calls again rang
from stage to balcony in 2017 to usher in the Viking-era Nordic Lights celebration.
With a young woman as hero, the story laid out her quest to rescue the village
children from the terrifying Icelandic ogre Grylla. Helped by a mythic Firefox and
the ethereal music of the chorus, she prevails and brings back hope embodied by
the children.

2008

2017

Connection To Tradition
As the Revels production and
Revels organization has grown
and changed, nationally and
internationally known guest
artists from outside the Portland
community have been invited to
participate with us. These
2008
tradition bearers are integral to
the creation and the performance
of many Portland Revels event.
They serve as script and music
consultants, pronunciation experts,
dancers, writers, arrangers, and
guest artists. From our first guest
tradition bearers in the ’97
Northlands show–Karelian Folk Music
Ensemble and the Norwegian
Springar Dancers–to the most recent
Scottish show featuring Elias
Alexander and Kevin Carr, tradition
bearers and guests bring an added
dimension to our organization. These
2018
“stewards of tradition” bring the
stories and songs passed down
through generations, sharing an experience that lifts us out of today as
observers and into the world of tradition as participants.

Bringing Back the Light

Whether the production is
set in a remote village or a
glittering court, in a specific
era or in more flexible
“Revels time,” the
production centers around
the loss and return of the
light. The Christmas show
celebrates an event deeply
rooted in the human psyche,
2017
an astronomical cycle that is
both directly observable and
profoundly mysterious. Our
stories underscore the tension and anxiety that this descent into darkness
instigates, whether it is a figurative or literal darkness. This of course takes
different forms. One community forgets its songs, another loses its connection
to tradition, and yet another discovers its children have been stolen by a
hungry ogre. Fools lose the sun, moon and stars. But regardless of the form,
hope returns every year. The community, or the Fool who represents its
essence, overcomes an obstacle and the light comes back. And then it is time
for celebration!

At The
Crossroads

2001 2013

2013

A timeless
place

Our Revels have typically
hewn to a northern
European vernacular but in
both 2001 and 2013 we
mixed it up a bit with our
setting in the village
crossroads. The Fools from
the east in the 2001 Celestial
Fools show wove a story for
the search for the sun, while
a Fool’s disaster in 2013
stopped time (and the sun).
Both shows were feasts of
culture: Sephardic,
Provençal and Spanish
traditions in 2001; and
Slavic cultural traditions in
2013. A Revels favorite
piece, The Traveler’s Prayer,
had its debut in 2001.

2001
2013

2001

French
Medieval

1999

2006

1999 2006

The Arthurian period legend of Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight provided the backdrop for our French Medieval
Celebrations in 1999 and 2006. Since that courtly literature
came mostly from France, through set in England, we
turned to French song and dance for the show’s cultural
character. And indeed in 2006 we included a troubadour
character, the sophisticated composer of poetry and music
who gave us a glimpse into the ideals of courtly love and
chivalry. The star lock used in the sword dance in both
shows is the same pentangle found on Sir Gawain’s shield
and also symbolizes an idea central to the Revels: the
interconnectedness of all the elements of the show;
production staff, directors, chorus, musicians, and audience.

2006

The Music
Music is at the heart of every Christmas Revels. The traditions of the
countries and eras we highlight each year are filled with music from
traditional and composed sources. The music chosen for each show often
centers around the winter solstice season and its holidays, for no season
is richer in its mix of songs and carols, grand choral and instrumental

2012

2017

works, and sprightly dance tunes. It may be rousing or stately and
quietly beautiful, sung by adults or children. And it is a wonderful
bridge to the audience who sing with the choruses in every show.

Children’s Chorus
One of the elements that makes Revels so unique is the inclusion
of children. For the Christmas show, the auditioned group of
12-16 kids creates the feel of a living community on stage. They
are also a critical link for the children in the audience. Beginning
in the fall, these children, some as young as six, work with a
dedicated music director to memorize a complete set of pieces,
often in several languages, in addition to learning many of the
adult chorus’ songs. The Revels presents a remarkable opportunity
for these budding thespians to experience a full professional
production in an uncommonly nurturing, supportive, and
intergenerational environment.

2015

Little Lights
Children are so important to the show and our audience
community that in 2015 we launched a show just for children: the
Children’s Revels. Written for kids aged 2-7, the production
reaches families and provides children with a singular theatrical
experience that involves the Revels children’s chorus. Kids are also
welcome in the new Community Chorus, an intergenerational arts
opportunity for Portland families.

2014

COMMUNITY OF AUDIENCE

“I come back because I get to do something
when I’m here. I get to participate, dance
around the room. You don’t get that in the
Nutcracker!” – Revels patron
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“We thought we were going to go to a show, because
we bought tickets…but then we were the show…we
were always part of what was going on in that
auditorium.” –Revels patron

m

Unlike much of modern theatre, Portland Revels specifically calls on community in
both the Christmas Revels and its other year-round events. Revels founder Jack
Langstaff grounded the show in community by bridging the “fourth wall” that
separates audience from the stage, uniting audience and performers in
shared experience. Audience members can join the fun at their own
comfort level. Some are chosen to take to the stage, sharing the
spotlight as the Monarch of Misrule or in Twelve Days of
Christmas. Others participate from the seats, to sing together or
dance in the aisles during Lord of the Dance. These accessible
rituals create community, while the chorus members on
stage project a sense of familiarity and accessibility that
welcomes audience members of all ages.

COMMUNITY OF THE
COMPANY
Revels is all about participation. We start
with a core of professionals and build on that
with the strength of a large company of
volunteers—the chorus members you see and
hear. From the smallest child to the oldest
adult, from the paid musicians to the
volunteer runners, this group comes
together to form a community as
well, dedicated to producing the
Christmas show as well as other
Revels events through the year.
And that community reaches across
the aisle (or pub) to take the hands
of the broader community.
The Revels community supports us in
dark times. We come together—whether
friends or strangers—to build and celebrate
something bigger than ourselves. We co-create
meaningful connections and a hope that light and peace
can prevail. Through Revels, we connect to summon energy
and optimism through communal experience of song, dance, and story.
When the audience and cast come together, only the costumes tell them apart.
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A COMMUNITY OF VOLUNTEERS
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Revels’ reliance on volunteers is not a surprise. Volunteers are at the heart of our
community. A community effort backed by paid professionals, the organization
has grown and thrived with volunteer support. People care deeply about the
organization and have always been engaged in making
it a success. Volunteer board members
provide a framework, direction, and
fundraising support. Other
volunteers have made our
fundraisers successful,
supported the
children’s chorus,
made signs for
events,
organized
other
volunteers,
staffed our
gift shop,
done
technical
work and
graphic design and
even baked for us. About 120 individuals
(adults and kids) a year create a hidden
infrastructure of support. We salute you, our
intrepid volunteers!

r

COMMUNITY OF MUSIC
During our 25-year history, Portland Revels
has supported a variety of group singing
opportunities ranging from the auditioned
Christmas Revels, Revels Singers, and the
women’s group ViVoce to informal seasonal
hootenannies and pub sings.
ViVoce has been nurtured by Revels since 2005
and was launched as a separate nonprofit in 2018.
Like the Christmas show, ViVoce combines
offerings from the classical cannon with music from
a variety of folk traditions, blending choral
performance with community singing, story, and
poetry to celebrate seasonal themes.
In spring 2019 Portland Revels re-established a nonauditioned chorus as an intergenerational opportunity to
focus on community aspects of singing, reprising an idea from
our early years. So many enthusiastic singers (73 adults and
children) turned up for the first sing that the rehearsal space ran out
of chairs! We are obviously filling an important niche in the community.
The Community Chorus performed at the May Revels event in North
Portland as well as at the Rockwood Center in East Portland/Gresham.

The Celtic World
1998 2005 2009 2015 2018

2015

2018

2009

Every Revels program contains
some kind of dance, usually a
community dance like a formal
court dance, contra dance, or
square dance as well as ritual dance in the form of Abbots Bromley
Horn Dance, Lord of the Dance and sword dances. The community
dances in the show are drawn from the dances and traditions of the
particular culture being featured. Thus the Eastern European show
featured a traditional village dance called the Pravo Shopsko Horo, the
Appalachian show featured square dances, and the cast has danced
Gathering Peascods and Wallom Green among others in the various
English-themed shows. Communal dances like these express the joy of a
community coming together to celebrate. Portland Revels has also
partnered with Bridgetown Morris Men and Renegade Rose Morris and
has also sponsored dances, from African dance to family contra dances.

Dancing

2016

The rich Celtic traditions of northwestern Europe have proven a vital wellspring
for Revels stories and settings. In 1998, a pan-Celtic celebration featured the rich
Welsh hymn Hyfrydol and the story of the birth of the great bard Taliesin, Irish
Straw Boy mumming and Irish and Scottish dancing, piping, and various wassail
traditions.
Our Scottish celebration in 2005, which featured Tobias Anderson as the Laird,
introduced the Galoshins mumming and reprised Auld Lang Syne as well as
familiar Scottish tunes.
In 2009 we turned to the mumming traditions of the borderlands area of County
Fermanagh, Northern Ireland. In that troubled place, long plagued by hostility
between Catholic and Protestant, this old winter tradition brought a familiar kind
of peace to the season.

2005

The 2015 Celtic Crossing show, set on a steam ship bound for America, began
with somber sense of loss and hardship. But in sharing the joy that comes from
persevering the face of adversity, the newly coalescing “village” of former
strangers aboard the ship managed to create a joyous celebration made poignant
by the adversity they faced together. They replaced the dark of the journey with
the light of hope.
And finally, the 2018 Highland Voyage celebration set the traditional Revels
Celestial Fools script within a magical village setting. Soon after three
entertainers arrived in the village to present a Christmas ceilidh, three magical
crows stole their icons of the sun, moon, and stars. The world grew cold and
dark, and it became clear that what was first a tale “for the bairns” told by means
of a shadow play “was wantin’ to be true.”

2018

1998

2014

2005

Whether it’s the traditional St. George battling a dragon or
the Bulgarian Kukeri fighting amongst themselves, every
Christmas Revels includes a mummers’ play, a farcical
death and resurrection play that harks back to a very old
seasonal ritual. Mumming originally involved disguising oneself and going door to door
performing short plays and songs in neighboring homes, often in exchange for food or money.
Costumed performance of this nature can be found throughout Europe, enacting or celebrating
the hope for life amidst the death of winter. Mumming’s oldest purpose is to ensure that the cycle
of the seasons continues to occur.
In a typical Revels mummers’ play such as St. George and the Dragon, two champions fight, and
the hero (St. George) is killed. A doctor then arrives, who unsuccessfully plies his trade. He must
step aside for the youngest to revive our hero.
The tone is irreverent and the jokes may be rough, but the purpose is clearly stated: to assert that
as spring follows winter, life will return.

Mumming
2013

2018

Italian 2003 2016
Renaissance Italy was our first southern location and
the science of Galileo Galilei our focus. Galileo
became a kind of presence around which circled the
wild antics of Commedia dell’arte clowns, Italian
choral and children’s song, instrumental music of the
period, a Moorish bal do sabre sword dance from
Bagnasco, Italy, and a stunning eclipse of the sun
designed by master stage designer Michael Curry.

2003

2016

2016

The 2016 show, set in Venice, returned us to a
time of Commedia. Another talented troupe of
clowns were determined to perform for the
Doge and the citizens of Venice during the
Solstice Celebration. The stakes weren’t too
high but when the Doge disappears, the
situation turns a bit darker. Between Morris
dancers threatened with their own swords,
beautiful renditions of classic Renaissance
pieces, and a sea dragon, our company deftly
avoided the “temporary” Doge’s attempts to
expunge joy and frivolity from the Venetian
world.

Stage Families

2012

Jack Langstaff was insistent on the part children
should play in performance and was always sure to
bring the energy and excitement of children into
almost all aspects of the show. But Revels doesn’t
treat children and adults separately. They are
intimately connected in stage families to provide a
structure for the action on stage. Because of how we
are directed, and because of the nature of Revels,
natural-looking bonds and behaviors arise between
stage family members. We are families whether
related or not.

2014

Magical
Realism

2010 2012

2010
Revels has occasionally created our own mythical landscape to
help pull together a variety of disparate traditions into a cohesive,
compelling whole. 2010’s Spanish Treasure found a treasure
seeker and his bumbling fool trapped in an ancient treasure vault,
where they soon discovered that everything they jostled
unlocked musical riches. This allowed us to present Arabic and
Moorish and Christian traditions side by side, and explore some
“unusual to Revels” music. 2012’s Appalachian Christmas,
featured a mystical song-stealer capturing the memories and
histories of an earlier America, shape note harmonies, gospel
music, Shaker and Mennonite hymns, country dance, and Native
American stories. As we recovered those traditions, we were able
to celebrate the power of music and story to transcend our
cultural divisions in an uplifting and unifying way that is the
hallmark of the Revels community spirit.

2012

For many years Revels, Inc. was the sole artistic
wellspring of the national movement; Portland
Revels scripts (and much of our music) came from
shows originally produced in Cambridge, Massachusetts. While Cambridge remains the artistic focal point of the
national Revels community, in recent years Portland and other regional companies have been premiering
original scripts. Revels companies in Boulder, Santa Barbara, and Houston have now produced scripts that
originated in Portland, including Nordic Lights by Bruce Hostetler, Linda Golaszewski and Robert Lockwood,
and Keep Magic and Ghosts of Haddon Hall by Gray Eubank.

The Art of Revels

2014

2007

A Victorian Visit and
Haddon Hall 2000 2007 2019
Revels shows are generally set in a
mythical, vague time and place but
with the Victorian and Haddon Hall
(Edwardian) shows, we were firmly
in eras familiar to many of us. The
disruptions of those eras, from the
industrialization of farming to the
introduction of the motor car,
threatened people’s connection to
the seasonal changes that had long
mattered. Our 25th anniversary
Christmas Revels production will
return to Haddon Hall for a “Revels
greatest hits” production of English
favorites spanning a wide swath of
genres, looking back in music and
facing progress in the storyline.
Progress and all its triumphs
trumpeted that times had changed–
but progress can come at a price.
Whether it was the potential loss of
old country customs like Morris
Dancing (Victorian), or the physical
loss of place (Haddon Hall), people
were reminded of the importance of
the old ways, lest we lose touch with
what makes us community and –
singing, dancing, listening together
leads us back to the ways people in
harder times found to set music and
laughter, fire and celebration against
the darkest time of the year.

25 YEARS

2007
2000
THE CHRISTMAS REVELS

AN ENGLISH CELEBRATION OF THE WINTER SOLSTICE
DECEMBER 13-22, 2019
MATINEES & EVENINGS

• NEWMARK THEATRE • 1111 SW BROADWAY

WWW.PORTLANDREVELS.ORG OR CALL 503.274.4654
MEDIA SPONSOR:

Ritual Dance,
Morris and Sword
Most cultures have
what might be
called ritual
dance–dances that
are presented in a
time out of time
way. Some of these
dances have roots
in shamanic rituals

2001

to ensure good
harvest, successful
hunts, and the
safety of the clan or
village. Revels
performances and
events have often
featured Morris
dancing, a spring
tradition in English

2004

2011

taking elements from
five different Morris
dance villages. Folk
traditions, like ritual
dance, are living
traditions and adapt to
their time and place. As
a result, Portland Revels
has featured women in
dances that may have
only been the purview of
men in the past.

2018

villages for over 400
years. The original
Christmas Revels
performance in
Cambridge included the
Abbots Bromley Horn
Dance, Morris dancing
and sword dancing (the
ritual killing of St.
George, standing in for all
of us) as well as The Lord
of the Dance, a newly
choreographed piece

The
Journey
In our 25-year history, Portland Revels has called several performance venues
home. The first two Portland Christmas Revels performances took place at
Lincoln Hall at Portland State University.
In 1997 we moved to the Scottish Rite, where the theatre’s priceless
backdrops, funky prop rooms, and broad stairways created a richly historic
and welcoming atmosphere for audience and performers alike.
After 16 years of reveling there, the Scottish Rite Center closed its doors as a
public performance space and the Christmas Revels moved to the St. Mary’s
Academy downtown theatre space in 2014.
In a bold yet well-planned strategic move, Portland Revels made the jump
into the 850-seat Newmark Theatre in 2018 for Highland Journey. The
production vibrated with the joy and excitement generated by the transition
to one of Portland’s premier performance venues. We look forward to many
years of productions in this new home…and also trust that our performers
will eventually learn their way around backstage.

Artistic & Production Staff
1995 – 2018

Circle up in gratitude

Portland Revels began a with founding board of seven, a
handful of donors, a chorus of 42 (including 13 children)
and 70+ volunteers. Since then we’ve grown to involve
over 483 adult chorus members, over 150 teens and children, numerous families, hundreds of volunteers and of course countless
donors including over 200 committed contributors last year alone. The engagement, inspiration and delight of all of those
involved has brought back the light for 25 years. Without them, there would be no Portland Revels. With deep appreciation we
thank you.
We give great thanks to everyone great and small who has participated and contributed to the Portland Revels, those named
and all others whose names may have been inadvertently left out.
We especially honor those listed in bold who are no longer with us.

Executive Director
Debbie Garman
Jenny Stadler
Anne Conrad-Antoville

Artistic Director

2017-Present: Bruce Hostetler

Stage Director

Costume Design

Janice Ramos
Jean Abbott
Carol Adams
Wendy Warren
Linda Neely
Margaret Louise Chapman

Production Manager

Stage Manager
John Anderberg
Clair Calloway
Jon Wangsgard
Emily Wolf
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Kelly Zakis
Pam Livingstone
Scott Stewart
Kate Sokoloff
Bonnie Tune-Sweeney
Meg Chamberlain
Mike Cino

S OLS

1995: Robert Luoma
1996: Tony Bump
1997-98: Karl Mansfield
1999-present: Robert Lockwood

Bruce Hostetler
Dick Lewis
Kate Sokoloff
Deborah Garman

Pamela Livingstone, Director
Robert Lockwood, Music Director
Richard Lewis, Producer

F
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The Revels Chorus
The Revels Children
The Portland Brass Quintet
Jouissance
Les Franglais Mummers
Bridgetown Morris Men

December 10 - 15, 1999
Scottish Rite Center  Portland, Oregon

Scenic Design
Heads-up
Larry Larsen

Office &
Support Staff
Carol Tatch
Jenny Michelson
Laura Glazer

Portland

❄

❅

Chris Balo
Jeff Forbes
Drew Flint
David Tallman
Jason Winslow
Robert Peterson

Producer

❄❉

❉

❄

Lighting Design

1995-1999: Molly Beiningen
2000-2006: Steve Moebs
2007-2014: Hillarie Hunt
2014-present: Regina Pirruccello

ER

Music Director

Children’s Director

NT

1995: Gayle Behrman Jaster
1996-99: Pamela Livingstone
2000: Stepan Simek
2001: John Anderberg
2002-03: Stepan Simek
2004-2005: Grey Eubank*
2006: Diane Englert
2007-2008, 2010: Grey Eubank*
2009: Meg Chamberlain
2011-Present: Bruce Hostetler

Kristy Thompson
Kelly Zakis
Johanna Ruefli

2006-present: Betsy Branch
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Dick Lewis* and Meg Larson*

Associate Music Director
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revels

❆

❅
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sCAndinAviAn northlAnds

❅
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❅

❉

❆❅
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❄
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14th AnnuAl
ChristmAs revels in PortlAnd
Gray Eubank, Director
Robert M. Lockwood, Music Director
Hillarie McKenna, Children’s Music Director

December 5 - 14, 2008
Scottish Rite Center ❉ Portland, Oregon

❆

❆

Linda Stoltz
Lisa Santo
Serah Pope

Artistic &
Technical Staff

Aleana Guinn
Alice Knouff
Alternative Sound
Alyson Ann Osborne
Amy Billroth-MacLurg
Andy Swinford
Anne Castleton
Atticus Mowry
Barbara Milliken*
Bill Alton
Brian Newman
Brian Keith
Carol Adams
Charley Rowley*
Clair Gardner
Daniel Congon
Dave Macemon
David Prichard
Derrick Wilson
Dug Martell
Elizabeth Dawson
Gail Richard
Gordon Romei
Hayden Forster
Heads up
PORTL A ND REV ELS PRESEN TS

An AppAlAchiAn
christmAs celebrAtion

18 th A nnuAl C hristmAs r evels in PortlAnd
Bruce A. Hostetler, Stage Director
Robert M. Lockwood, Music Director
Hillarie McKenna, Children’s Director
December 7 - 16, 2012

YScottish Rite Center, Portland, OregonZ

Laura Whitcomb*
Linda Neely
Lori Van der Heydt
Lydia Comer
Margaret Hetherington
Marilee Cowen
Marty Gallagher
Mary Adele Mehan
Matt Stiles

P o r t l a n d
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P r e s e n t s

Gray Eubank, Director
Robert M. Lockwood, Music Director
Steve Moebs, Children’s Chorus Director

T he T enTh A nniversAry of
T he C hrisTmAs r evels
in P orTlAnd
December 3 - 12, 2004
Scottish Rite Center ❆ Portland, Oregon

Maureen O-Conner
Meghan McNeal
Michael Curry
Mike Gilbert
Nicole Kephart
Paul Medlyn
R Dee
Ruth Bryant
Sarah Curry
Sarah McWilliams
Scott and Pam Steward
Sen Incavo
Shawna Keyes and Will
Hough
Stage Right
Steve Overton
Susan Stelljes
Tamlin Bley-Dawon
Thomas Barnes
Tom Sessa
Tony Fuemmeler
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Keep Magic
The 20th Annual
Christmas Revels in Portland
Bruce A. Hostetler, Stage Director
Robert M. Lockwood, Music Director
Regina Pirruccello, Children’s Director
December 18 - 23, 2014
St. Mary’s Academy B B B Portland, Oregon

Actors, Musicians, & Dancers

Ian Anderson-Priddy
James Swinford
Jamie Webster
Jana Hughes
Jane Stebbins
Jean Abbot
Jim Ferris
Jim Weismann
Josh Israel
Karen Wilkinson
Kate Belden
Kate Mura
Kristen Mun
Laura Fraley

r e s e n t s

Al Andalus Ensemble & Emily Miles
Allison Menzimer
Beth McShane
Bronwyn Jones
Burl Ross
Caleb Sohigian
Channing Dodson
Christopher Schuring
Colin Murray
Daphne Clifton
Dave Macemon
David Stenerson
Dick Lewis
Don Stewart Burns
Elizabeth Nicholson
Emily Gleason
Eric Stern
Gary Peterson
Grey Eubank
Helena de Crespo
Hillarie McKenna Hunt
Ithica Tell
Jack Wells
Jacob Breedlove
Jai Lavette
Commedia Italiana
James Berrier
Jasper Howard
Jess Gibson
Joel Bluestone
Johanna and Paul Brower
John Vergin
Jouissance
Port
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The 22nd Annual
Christmas Revels in Portland
Bruce A. Hostetler, Artistic Director

Robert M. Lockwood, Music Director

Regina Pirruccello, Children’s Director
December 16 - 21, 2016

St. Mary’s Academy u u u u u Portland, Oregon

Ken Pots
Kevin Burke
Kyle MacLowry
Laura Onizuka
Maldon Meehan
Maureen Sheridan
Melia Tichenor
Meredith English
Michael Fox*
Michael O’Neill
Murren Kennedy
Nathan Dunkin
Nathan Markiewicz
Noah Fassel
Portland Brass Ensemble
Royal Herbert
Sara Fay Goldman
Shuhe Hawkins
Shulamit Kleinerman
Summer Olsson
Suzannah Park
Tobias Andersen
Tom Sessa
Zac Diener

P o r t l a n d
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13th AnnuAl
ChristmAs revels in PortlAnd

Gray Eubank, Director
Robert M. Lockwood, Music Director
Hillarie McKenna, Children’s Music Director
December 7 - 16, 2007
Scottish Rite Center ✴ Portland, Oregon

Children & Volunteer Coordinators
Linda Golaszewski*
Pat Mickiewicz*
Jen Quails
Mary Conover*
Sally Gardner*
Patty Gardner*
Lisa Santo
Linda Stoltz
Matty O’Shea
Sophie Soprani

*The Spirit of Revels Recipients

The Spirit of Revels is given by the Board of
Directors of the Portland Revels, to persons whose
contributions to the Revels organization, artistic
endeavors, or the Revels community deserve special
recognition.
Recipients not listed above: Lisa Comer, Anitra
Cameron, Myrna Goldware, Bob and Anne Bagwell,
David Summers, Skip Comer, Robert Reed, Fran
Head, Inay and Scott Todd, Christopher Frost,
Quindlan Porter.

25th Anniversary Book

Editorial: Laura Chisholm, Linda Golaszewski,
David Shepherd, Dick Lewis, Meg Larsen, Sheila
Turcotte, Bruce Hostetler.
Art Direction & Design: J T Quanbeck.
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Our Revels
organization and the
Christmas show have
grown dramatically from
our first showcase run by
volunteers. We now
offer more than 7,000
patrons three full
productions a year—the
Christmas Revels, an
annual children’s show,
and May Revels—as
well as seasonal pub
sings and other smaller
events.
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We have a year-round
staff of three, many
associated professional
artists, hundreds of
committed volunteers,
and a dynamic and
engaged board of
directors. In the coming
years Portland Revels
will continue to generate
opportunities to
celebrate the seasons
and create community
through shared song,
dance, and story.

We join hands with you, our audiences, supporters and friends,
to dance and sing the dark away.
God bless your house, your children too,
your cattle and your store;
The Lord increase you day by day,
and send you more and more,
and send you more and more.

